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Motivation
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Commonly used PET systems like the ECAT Exact HR+ PET scan-
ner offer only limited data access methods. Especially the hardware
and software limitations of the underlying acquisition control system
(ACS2) represent a severe obstacle to the utilization of potential ad-
vantages of list-mode acquisitions. The maximum data transfer rate
in which the system can access the raw acquisition data, leads to
long time delays of up to several hours until the final image recon-
struction can be applied. As a result, the image data is often avail-
able only the next day, thus representing an unacceptable delay for
clinical PET.
We show that our additional hardware and software methods speed
up the access to and processing of list-mode acquisition data consid-
erably. Furthermore, we emphasize the necessity of such methods
and discuss how scanner designs can avoid similar problems.

Methods
Shared Data Access Method (A):
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The ACS2 uses a standard SCSI-2 hard disk for storing the raw ac-
quisition data and allows to transfer data to other systems with a
throughput of � 0.5 MB/s only. We replaced the internal hard disk
with an external dual-channel SCSI-RAID system and connected
one channel to the ACS2 and the second to a separate Linux system.
To access the data from the Linux system, we reverse-engineered
the file-system used by the ACS2 and developed an own implemen-
tation for the Linux operating system.

External DAQ-based Access Method (B):
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The raw coincidence data during a PET acquisition is routed through
externally accessible data cables in the ACS2 system. This data bus
consists of 32 channels and connects all main acquisition compo-
nents (M1-M3) of the ACS2 while carrying the typical list-mode data

stream. To allow for an external sampling of the coincidence data,
we developed an adapter card. We connected the adapter to the ex-
ternal bus of the ACS2 as well as to digital acquisition cards (DAQ).
In addition, several software components were developed for sam-
pling the raw list-mode data from the DAQ cards and to distribute it
in real-time to other workstations.

Results
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Method A considerably speed up the data transfer by 140�. Im-
mediately after an acquisition, the list-mode data can be transferred
with a throughput of � 70 MB/s off the ACS2 storage. In addition,
due to the direct data sampling from the hardware bus, method B
shows that an access in real-time to the raw coincidence data is pos-
sible even during a running acquisition. To verify the operation of
method B, we constantly increased the amount of local radioactivity
in several test acquisitions until we reached the maximum allowed
count-rate of the ACS2. Even under high load, the drop-out rate for
unregistered coincidences, due to hardware limitations in the DAQ
cards, were below 0.1%.

Conclusions
The presented methods speed up the access to raw acquisition data
considerably. They address limitations of ACS2 based PET sys-
tems and allow to integrate list-mode acquisition into clinical PET.
Method A allows to immediately transfer all acquisition data with a
high throughput to other workstations. This reliefs the ACS2 and
also speeds up the processing of normal histogram data, thus im-
proves also standard PET investigations. Moreover, by implement-
ing method B, event-driven processing methods [1] can be applied
in real-time during a running acquisition.
Our methods and their application do not only practically improve
the flexibility of PET facilities. They also show that an integration of
list-mode in clinical PET is feasible, relatively inexpensive, and offers
significant advantages [2].
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